
Essential Agricultural Machines Equipped with Roller Chains

Farming is a year-round endeavor crucial for sustaining the global food supply. With the

advancement of technology, modern farming equipment has significantly reduced manual

labor, increasing efficiency, particularly where growing seasons are brief. Various machines,

integral to every farming stage from seeding to storage, utilize roller chains for their

operations. Here's an overview of five essential types of agricultural machines that employ

roller chains.

1. Combine Harvesters

Combine harvesters are substantial and sophisticated machines designed for mass crop

harvesting. These combines can be equipped with various attachments tailored to specific

crops, such as corn, which often uses a corn head attachment featuring CA series roller

chains. Modern combines integrate technologies like auto-sensing calibration, monitoring

systems, sensors, and GPS to enhance efficiency and precision, albeit at a high cost,

sometimes nearing $500,000.

2. Balers

Balers are vital for compacting crops into bales, with hay being the most commonly baled

crop. Modern balers can produce bales in different shapes such as square, rectangle, or round,

depending on the requirement. These machines generally use heavy series roller chains to

withstand the increased load from the chain and sprockets during operation.



3. Manure Spreaders

Manure spreaders, essential for organic farming, distribute manure across fields, enriching

the soil with vital nutrients needed for robust plant growth. Traditional manure spreaders

feature a hopper trailer that employs a chain drive system with paddles to distribute manure

evenly over the field. These chains are often made from steel detachable chain or steel pintle

chain with welded cross bars and paddles. Another method involves spraying fields with

liquefied manure.

4. Hay Bale Conveyors/Elevators

Hay bale conveyors or elevators facilitate the movement of hay bales to barn lofts for storage,

significantly reducing the labor involved in manual handling. A typical hay bale can weigh

up to 140lbs, making these conveyors essential for efficient and safe transport within farms.

5. Grain Conveyor Systems

Grain conveyor systems are integral to the handling and storage of harvested grains. These

systems include extensive conveyor setups, drying equipment, and multiple storage bins.

Chain-driven conveyors, particularly those built with 81X roller chain featuring welded ears

or bolt-on plastic paddles, are commonly used. Suppliers like Nitro Chain can provide

customized chain assemblies tailored to specific farming needs.

Each of these machines plays a critical role in modern agriculture, with roller chains serving



as a key component in their functionality, ensuring durability and efficiency in high-demand

farm operations. These innovations reflect the agricultural sector's evolution towards more

mechanized and less labor-intensive practices, essential for meeting the increasing global

food demand.
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